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A B S T R A C T

The surge of interest in digital building models combined with increasing sensorization of spaces is prompting an
integration of Building Information Modelling (BIM) with real-time sensor data. However, current approaches
reported in literature either remain theoretical or target very specific application domains, showing that there is
no generic approach to assist in the creation of service and application software that combines sensor data with
BIM models.

The solution presented in this article addresses the engineering complexity associated with integrating sensor
data with BIM by leveraging an advanced software engineering technique known as a Domain-Specific Language
(DSL). We demonstrate also that the language herein proposed, named Building Information Modeling Sensor
Language(BIMSL) provides substantial gains of expressiveness and ease of use in developing queries that process
sensor data with complex conditions over BIM models. BIMSL is validated with experienced software developers
according to a consistent evaluation protocol for DSLs focused on effectiveness, efficiency, satisfaction, and
usability attributes. The results outperform the standard existing alternatives, indicating that our proposal
contributes to reducing the human effort associated with integrating BIM with sensor data.

1. Introduction

The evolution of the Internet of Things is leading to an increase in
sensorization of physical spaces [1], resulting in a growing number of
applications that require reasoning about their surrounding environ-
ment in real-time [2]. These applications benefit greatly from integra-
tion with BIM models [1], which makes it possible to digitally represent
physical and functional characteristics of physical spaces [3–5] and
may, thereby, provide relevant information about the buildings.

The above-mentioned integration simplifies the engineering process
underlying the combination of sensor data with the physical elements
and constructive characteristics of the building (required, for instance,
to compare the measured performance with the expected performance
of the designed building). Conceivably, an integrated approach to
handle BIM models and sensor data will bring about a more structured
development practice as the engineer conceiving the system has a more
precise understanding of the entire data framework.

Despite being highly regarded by the scientific community [6], BIM
does not yet have strong capabilities to process real-time data [5], as do
other solutions for sensors in smart environments. A number of chal-
lenges have to be overcome in order to integrate real-time data with

BIM models. One of the main challenges is to retrieve specific in-
formation out of BIM [7,8], especially by using the Industry Foundation
Class (IFC) product model [9], which is the most widely recognized
model format to capture information of BIM models [8]. Another
challenge has to do with the fact that real-time sensor data must be
continuously processed, which involves complex processing techni-
ques [10–12]. As we will make clear later (Section 2), overall, com-
bining BIM and real-time data processing is a complex undertaking.

Several approaches have been proposed to solve above-mentioned
challenges of integrating BIM with real-time data [5,13-15]. However,
most of them lack practical validation [14,16] or are highly dependent
on domain specifications [17]. In fact, several approaches are related to
the development of applications concerning specific application do-
mains, namely (i) Energy Management (EM) [5,18-21], (ii) Building
Automation (BA) [22–24], (iii) Fire Control [25], (iv) Health and
Safety [15], (v) Safety Risk [26], and (vi) Augmented Reality [27]. None
of these is adaptable to a wide range of application domains.

The development of applications that combine BIM with real-time
sensor data, similarly to other data-intensive applications, is hampered
by the difficulty to specify correct queries that explore the data sources
and feed data into the application. In our particular setting, the queries
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combine sensor data with complex characteristics of the built en-
vironment. Thus, our generic solution to the problem is one that (i)
takes into account an updated building model, (ii) is able to integrate
data from multiple sensors, (iii) resolves queries that combine sensor
with building data, (iv) produces answers for those queries in real-time
in terms of the sensor data processed, and (v) offers a clean, easy-to-use,
and simple interface to the user (developer) lowering the overall effort
associated to application development.

Aiming at the development of a standard solution to support BIM
and sensor data integration, this article proposes a Domain-Specific
query language for performing real-time queries over sensor data while
embedding information from IFC-encoded BIM models. In particular,
we describe (i) the BIMSL domain specific language, (ii) its target ex-
ecution platform, (iii) a mechanism integrated in this target platform
that deals with sensor data processing, and (iv) a mechanism that en-
ables querying a BIM model. Domain Specific Languages are an ad-
vanced software engineering technique that is known for drastically
simplifying the development applications in complex domains (see
Section 2.4). This is achieved by providing software developers with
limited knowledge of BIM and real-time data processing the adequate
abstractions in the form of a specialized language.

In order to demonstrate that the proposed solution is adaptable and
suitable to a diversity of situations, a case study implementing several
literature-based queries requiring the integration between and sensor
data is performed. Furthermore, BIMSL is validated according to a state-
of-the-art DSL usability evaluation protocol recommended by the sci-
entific community to assess the effectiveness, efficiency, satisfaction,
and accessibility of the user when using BIMSL against an alternative
General Purpose Language (GPL) solution.

The next section presents the challenges associated with combining
BIM with sensor data processing. The section also details the review of
literature that was performed to identify the gaps in the research lit-
erature that led to the research described in this article. The language
development methodology is presented in Sections 3, and 4 details
BIMSL and its underlying execution framework. Sections 5 and 6 de-
scribe the evaluation process and results, respectively.

2. Background

2.1. BIM and IFC

BIM models are digital representations of real-world elements and
characteristics of a building. These are described by BIM schemas.
Schemas are standardized data structures that allow distinct tools to
create and interpret a BIM model [28]. Exchange formats, such as
IFC [5], use specific schemas to facilitate the flow of information be-
tween applications.

IFC is conceived to capture physical aspects about Building
Management Systems (BMSs) through the IfcBuildingControls
Domain schema, which contains all the classes related to automation
nodes, such as sensors and actuators. However, the constructs related to
this schema allow only the specification of abstract types and textual
descriptions, lacking specific information about how they are commis-
sioned.

IFC was not designed to handle time-variant (i.e., real-time and
historical) data and, as we make clear in this article, it does not need to.
The DSL proposed herein creates an abstraction that gives the engineer
the idea that IFC is extended with sensor data. Therefore, queries ex-
pressed in the DSL reconcile IFC and sensor data, regardless of the fact
that these data come from different sources.

2.2. Real-time data applications to BIM

Several approaches regarding the integration of BIM and sensor data
have been proposed in the literature [14-16,18,23,26,29]. However, the
potential of BIM and sensors integration has not been fully realized as

most approaches remain theoretical, i.e., do not have a proper im-
plementation, and are highly dependent on a specific domain, and thus
not easily generalizable. A standard solution that simplifies the creation
of applications requiring this integration is still missing. Most ap-
proaches have been implemented using GPLs, while many of the re-
maining proposals have not even been implemented yet. Therefore, the
existing approaches to this subject are still performed in an adhoc way
using GPLs [14,18,29]. As a result, the integration process is con-
siderably complex, especially for software developers who do not have
experience in BIM and real-time data processing.

2.3. BIM querying approaches

In order to deal with this large amount of data, several approaches
on BIM querying have been advanced by the scientific community. The
most important approaches include the Express Query Language [30],
the Partial Model Query Language [31], the Generalized Model Subset
Definition schema [32], the Georgia Tech Process to Product Mod-
eling [33], the DSL Building Environment Rules and Analysis [34], the
mvdXML format [35], the Solibri Model Checker application, and the
DSL Building Information Model Query Language (BIMQL) [8]. How-
ever, none of the above mentioned approaches considers real-time data,
which may be related to highly dependent specifications associated
with a specific application domain.

Mazairac and Beetz [7,8] proposed a DSL named BIMQL, which, at
the time of writing, is the most important approach to BIM querying, as
it seeks to be a standard solution to query BIM models. Nevertheless,
there are several aspects that are missing in this solution in order to
process real-time data. From a technical point of view, the BIMQL
platform lacks a Data Stream Management System (DSMS) as well as
spatial query operators. A DSMS [11] is a Stream Processing Engine
(SPE) [12] that is able to process several input data streams from a wide
diversity of sources and produce a new output stream as a result [36].
DSMSs are regarded as an evolution of regular database systems in
order to support the processing of data streams.

2.4. Domain-specific languages

Domain-Specific Languages are specialized languages that provide
specific constructs and vocabulary to model a problem explicitly (or, in
certain cases, a solution for a problem). Conceivably, these benefits
extend to construction as well. DSLs have been used in many applica-
tion domains including automotive, aerospace, and telecom industries,
and have well-documented benefits [37]. While GPLs are still most
commonly used, DSLs are a state-of-the-art Software Engineering
technique that has been gaining momentum in creating solutions for
complex problems. With appropriate and simple (but not simpler) de-
scriptions of the intended system, DSLs enable complexity to be vir-
tually reduced to a manageable level, thereby enhancing the pro-
ductivity of domain users (typically developers themselves). Comparing
DSLs with GPLs, two distinctive aspects are important:
Solution synthesis. A GPL is conceived to describe one (and only one)

computational solution to the problem (typically manually).
In contrast, on a DSL the problem is expressed as a model that
is used to automatically synthesize a (computational) solu-
tion for the problem. This results in less human effort to
create the computational solution.

Semantic gap. By definition a DSL enables specifying (modeling)
reality using high-level, domain-specific constructs. In con-
trast, a GPL forces the user of the language to think in terms
of low-level solution constructs. The cognitive distance of the
former scenario is recognizably lower than the latter.
Therefore, DSLs enable closing the semantic gap between the
problem and the actual solution.

Therefore, as evidenced, a standard solution to support the devel-
opment of applications requiring the integration of BIM and sensor data
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